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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about stacking Cisco switches are true?
(Choose two )
A. The administrator can add additional switches to the stack
as demand increases
B. The administrator can create only one stack of switches in a
network which is under the same administrative domain
C. When a new master switch is elected, it queries the previous
master for its running configuration

D. Each switch manages its own MAC address table.
E. It enables the administrator to manage multiple switches
from a single management interface.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements best describe the signalling requirements
of virtual circuit setup of VPLS and exchange of reachability
information (MAC addresses)?
A. In Cisco VPLS the virtual circuit setup uses Multi-Protocol
BGP as autodiscovery and
signaling mechanism.
Using BGP allows BPDUs to be propagated across VPLS in a
scaleable fashion.
B. Cisco VPLS uses directed LDP as a signalling protocol to
exchange reachability (MAC
addresses) information to avoid maintanance of ARP cache.
C. Cisco VPLS does not require the exchange of reachability
(MAC addresses) information
via a signaling protocol. This information is learned from the
data plane using standard
address learning, aging, and filtering mechanisms defined for
Ethernet bridging.
D. In Cisco VPLS the virtual circuit setup uses the same LDP
signaling mechanism defined
for point-to-point services. Using a directed LDP session, each
provider edge advertises a
virtual circuit label mapping that is used as part of the label
stack imposed on the Ethernet
frames by the ingress provider edge during packet forwarding.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C
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A
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